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Requirements: - 
 
The institute’s functional requirements have been clearly defined into five categories 

a) Administration.  
b) Residential. (For children, babies and staff) 
c) Academics (A senior wing, junior wing and a Tot Lot for small children). 
d) Activities. (Music, dance, Art & Craft, Yoga-Meditation, Kitchen, dining and 

laundry) 
e) Recreational  

  
Physical Representation of the Concept: - 
 
The site has an elevation of 40 ft from the riverbed, which provides numerous aesthetical 
advantages yet it also poses a risk of landslides during rainy season. Therefore, the natural 
and age old practice of terracing as practiced in the Himalayas and other hilly regions has 
been implemented to create a gradual slope in tiers of 10 ft each.  
 
The functional requirements of the institute have been distributed over the tiers with each tier 
being designated for one function (e.g. residentia, academic or recreational.) The tiers are 
connected to each other through lush green central parks and wide ramps of handicapped-
accessible slopes ensuring complete accessibility to every part of the institute for everyone. 
Each tier is independent with basic services like toilets and drinking water facilities. 
The physical independence of functional requirements facilitates the architectural and 
structural freedom to design each block as per its spatial requirements, thereby 
optimizing the basic cost of construction. 
 
 
Tier I- Administrative Block 
 
The upper ground level with its direct access from a connecting road is designated for 
administrative activities. Lawns and landscaping are proposed along the building block to 
curtail the noise and pollution of vehicular traffic.  
 
The administrative block houses the offices of the director, principle, accounts and general 
administration along with a reception and orientation hall for visitors.  
 
The reception area will also act as a security desk with every visitor being required to register 
at the reception before entering the institute. The parents of local children who come to study 
at the institute will also be entertained in the administrative block. A similar system of 
registration has to be adopted for resident children who wish to travel out to a near by town or 
market.  
 
An orientation hall is proposed to provide a multi-utility space for holding meetings, 
exhibitions, lectures, medical camps etc. 
 
The lawns on the level ground shall be utilized for Sports activities, where children from 
nearby schools and towns can also be welcomed for holding sports tournaments and training 
sessions.  
 



Tier II- Residential 
 
The residential area has been designed like row houses on a residential street. The idea is to 
create a feeling of home (a personal space to be shared with your loved ones), to create a 
sense of belonging, attachment and ownership of their physical space. Each room has 
individual entry from a covered pathway serviced by the open to sky residential street. The 
children can decorate their homes with planters, paint and earthenware and give individual 
identity to their residences. Each home has a backyard where children can grow plants and 
vegetables of their choice. 
 
The residential area has two independent wings connected by a central park. The central park 
at this level has recreational facilities like swings, sandpits etc. for small children. One wing 
is proposed for senior children while the other wing is proposed for small babies, junior 
children and staff. A total of 48 residential rooms are proposed. The size of each room is 
3.6mtr x 6.0mtr. Each room can accommodate 6-8 children sleeping on two-tier bunk beds 
with individual storage cabinets. Common toilet and bath facilities are provided for the 
residential area. Attached toilet/bath can be provided for faculty rooms and rooms for small 
babies. The number of rooms for staff, faculty and children can be decided in the upcoming 
stage. 
 
Tier III- Academic 
 
The academic tier has been designed to facilitate efficient disbursement of education and 
maintain discipline. The area has a central park with a junior wing and a senior wing on each 
side. The central open space can be used for holding outdoor classes in good weather.  
The building has a wide corridor connecting classrooms on both sides. Each wing is 
independent with separate toilet and drinking water facilities. 30 students can be comfortably 
accommodated in each room of size 6mtr. X 9 mtr. A total of 24 classrooms have been 
proposed. 
 
Tier IV- Cultural Activity 
 
The cultural activity level has been designed to provide larger room sizes for various 
activities like music dance, art/craft etc. The activity level has two wings connected with a 
central park. The central park at this level can also be used for holding daily Satsang and 
meditation classes for the residents. The building is designed with all rooms connected via a 
single corridor facing the banks of Maa Ganga. The corridor terminates into a large hall at 
each end. 
 
One wing houses the academic facilities like science labs, computer labs and a large library / 
study center while the other wing houses training facilities like art/craft, music/dance, 
yoga/meditation and services like kitchen/dining hall, laundry etc. Eight No.s rooms of 9mtr 
x 12mtr are proposed along with two large halls of size 15mtr.x 27 mtrs.  
 
Tier V- Recreation 
 
The final tier, which connects the campus to the feet of Maa Ganga, is reserved for activities 
of spiritual enlightenment. Yoga, meditation and spiritual training shall be imparted to the 
young souls on the banks of Maa Ganga.  














































